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ABSTRACT

Given a time series, running trends analysis (RTA) involves evaluating least squares trends over over-

lapping time windows of L consecutive time points, with overlap by all but one observation. This produces a

new series called the ‘‘running trends series,’’ which is used as summary statistics of the original series for

further analysis. In recent years, RTA has been widely used in climate applied research as summary statistics

for time series and time series association. There is no doubt that RTAmight be a useful descriptive tool, but,

despite its general use in applied research, precisely what it reveals about the underlying time series is unclear

and, as a result, its interpretation is unclear too. This paper contributes to such interpretation in two ways:

1) an explicit formula is obtained for the set of time series with a given series of running trends, making it

possible to show that running trends, alone, perform very poorly as summary statistics for univariate time

series and time series association; and 2) an equivalence is established between RTA and the estimation of a

(possibly nonlinear) trend component of the underlying time series using a weighted moving average filter.

Such equivalence provides a solid ground for RTA implementation and interpretation/validation. In this

respect, the authors propose as diagnostic tools for RTA 1) the plot of the original series, with RTA trend

estimation superposed, 2) the average R2 value and the percentage of statistically significant running trends

across windows, and 3) the plot of the running trends series with the corresponding confidence intervals.

1. Introduction

Running trends analysis (RTA) is one of several

methods used in climate research to analyzeunivariate time

series and time series association. For a given time series

fytg, observed atn equally spacedpoints in time t1, t2, . . . , tn,

RTA involves defining n 2 L 1 1 overlapping time win-

dows (W1, W2, . . . , Wn2L11) each with exactly L consec-

utive time points (2# L# n2 1), and then evaluating the

least squares estimates of the trend for each time window

Wj. This produces a new series of length n2 L1 1 called

the ‘‘running trends series,’’ which is used as a summary

statistic of the original series fytg for further analysis.

In recent years RTA has been widely used in climate

applied research as part of more complex time series

analysis. Holgate and Woodworth (2004), for example, use

10-yr globalmean sea level (GMSL) running trends to study

acceleration of GMSL from 1948 to 2002 and to obtain a

GMSL reconstruction for the same period. Santer et al.

(2014) use 120-month running trends of changes in the

temperature of the lower troposphere (from satellite mea-

surements made by the Microwave Sounding Unit on

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration polar-

orbiting satellites) for the period 1979–2012, to analyze vol-

canic contributions to observed changes in warming rates.

Hamlington et al. (2014, 2013) use 20-yr running

trends of the Pacific decadal oscillation (PDO) and of

annual mean sea level to study the contribution of the

PDO tomean sea level trends both globally (Hamlington

et al. 2013) and regionally (Hamlington et al. 2014).

Palmer and McNeall (2014) compute 10-yr running

trends of the total energy (TE) in the Earth system, the

global surface temperature (GST), and the total near-

global ocean heat content (OHC) to investigate the rela-

tionship among these variables [the model data analyzed
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are multicentury preindustrial control simulations from

phase 5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project

(CMIP5) model archive]. In the same work, the authors

use the correlations between running trends in TE and

running trends in OHC, for a range of periods (running

trends of length 2–36 months are considered), to esti-

mate the time scale on which the ocean becomes the

dominant term in the planetary energy budget. Risbey

et al. (2014) use 15-yr global mean surface air temper-

ature (GMST) running trends evaluated using data from

CMIP5 models and observations for the period 1880–

2012 to study the CMIP5models’ performance (in terms

of the models’ ability to reproduce the 15-yr observed

GMST trends).

There is no doubt that RTA might be a useful de-

scriptive tool; however, despite its general use in applied

research, precisely what it reveals about the underlying

time series and time series association is unclear and, as a

result, its interpretation is unclear too. In this respect a

more rigorous study of the information that RTA conveys

about the underlying time series and time series associa-

tion and the definition of additional statistics to ade-

quately interpret and validate RTA would be desirable.

This paper is intended as a first step in this direction. We

present two main results. First of all, we provide an ex-

plicit formula for the set of time series that share a given

series of running trends by showing that such a set is the

solution set (of dimension L 2 1) of a linear system with

n 2 L 1 1 equations and n unknowns. This allows us to

show that running trends, alone, perform very poorly as

summary statistics for univariate time series and time se-

ries association. In addition, we show that RTA is equiv-

alent to the estimation of the (possibly nonlinear) trend

component of a time series using a weighted moving av-

erage filter with window length L and triangular-shaped

weighting pattern (i.e., themaximumweight is assigned to

the observation at the evaluation point and the weight

decreases symmetrically as we move away in time from

the evaluation point). Such equivalence provides a solid

ground for RTA implementation and for the definition of

additional statistics to adequately interpret RTA.

The first main result, which is the explicit formula for

the set of time series with a given series of running trends,

is presented in section 2 and illustrated with an example in

section 3. Theworked example also serves to discuss some

important practical implications of the derived formula.

The second main result, which clarifies the relationship

betweenRTAand time series smoothing using aweighted

moving average, is presented in section 4. Statistical tools

to validate the RTA and choose the optimal time window

length L are also discussed in section 4. Methodological

issues related to trend extraction and their relevance for

RTA are discussed in section 5. In section 6, we apply the

proposed methodology to a real data example. Conclud-

ing remarks are presented in section 7.

2. Main result 1

Consider n equally spaced time points t1, t2, . . . , tn, and

let D be the common length of the time interval between

two consecutive points in time. We have

tk5 t11 (k2 1)D, for k5 1, . . . ,n .

LetL be a positive integer such that 2# L# n2 1 and let

W1,W2, . . . ,Wn2L11 beoverlapping timewindowsof length

LD defined starting from t1 and advancing by D at a time:

Wj 5 ftj, tj11, . . . , tj1L21g, for j5 1, 2, . . . , n2L1 1.

For a generic time series fytg5 (yt1 , yt2 , . . . , ytn) we define

the running trends series associated to fytg as the series

fm̂jg5 (m̂1, m̂2, . . . , m̂n2L11) of the least squares esti-

mates of the trend for the timewindowsWj. That is, m̂j is the

least squares estimate of the slopemj in the linear regression

yt
j1h21

5 bj 1mj(tj1h21 2 tj)1 «t
j1h21

,

for h5 1, 2, . . . ,L , (1)

where tj 5�L
i51tj1i21/L and «tj1h21

is an error term. Let

m+
1 , m

+
2 , . . . , m

+
n2L11 be n2 L1 1 arbitrary values. We

provide a recursive formula to obtain the set of all time

series fytg5 (yt1 , yt2 , . . . , ytn) for which the correspond-

ing trend series fm̂jg5 (m̂1, m̂2, . . . , m̂n2L11) is exactly

m+
1 , m

+
2 , . . . , m

+
n2L11 and we prove that such a set is a

vector space of dimensionL2 1. The details are provided

in the following theorem (for the proof see appendix A).

Theorem 1

Let m+
1 , m

+
2 , . . . , m

+
n2L11 be an arbitrary vector in

R
n2L11.

1) The set S+ of all time series fytg5 (yt1 , yt2 , . . . , ytn)

for which the corresponding trend series fm̂jg5 (m̂1,

m̂2, . . . , m̂n2L11) is exactly m+
1 , m

+
2 , . . . , m

+
n2L11 is a

vector space of dimension L 2 1.

2) The generic element in S+ is a time series

yt1 , yt2 , . . . , ytn , where
d ytn2L12

, ytn2L13
, . . . , ytn can be arbitrarily chosen

inRL21, and
d yt1 , yt2 , . . . , ytn2L11

can be found using the recursive

relation

yt
n2L112j

5
1
~t1

 
cm+

n2L112j2 �
L21

h51

yt
n2L112j1h

~th11

!
,

for j5 0, 1, . . . ,n2L ,

(2)

where ~th 5D(2h2 12L)/2 and c5�L
h51(~th)

2.
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Once we have arbitrarily fixed the values of ytn2L12
,

ytn2L13
, . . . , ytn , then

d for j5 0, (2) provides the value of ytn2L11
as a function

of ytn2L12
, ytn2L13

, . . . , ytn , and
d for j5 1, (2) provides the value of ytn2L

as a function of

ytn2L11
, ytn2L12

, . . . , ytn21
, and so on.

An illustration of the above result, and a discussion of its

relevance in understanding the limitations of running

trends series as summary statistics for univariate time series

and time series association, is presented in next section.

3. Example 1

As an illustration of the main result in the previous

section, we consider n5 15 equally spaced time points t15
2000, t2 5 2001, . . . , t15 5 2014 (i.e., D 5 1) and 11

overlapping timewindowsWj of lengthL5 5 (n2L1 15
11). To show the general applicability of themain result we

consider two scenarios. Each scenario corresponds to a

choice of the series of running trends, and for each scenario

we use the main result in section 2 to generate five time

series of length n5 15 that share the same series of running

trends. The two scenarios considered are scenario 1, where

the series of running trends is approximately linearly in-

creasing (it follows a linear function plus noise), and sce-

nario 2, where the series of running trends is a realization

of a random noise process. In particular the running trends

are generated independently from a normal distribution

with mean of 300 and standard deviation of 50.

The series of running trends for the two scenarios

above are plotted in the top-left panel of Figs. 1 and 2.

Notice that the series of running trends for the second

scenario is generated independently of the running

FIG. 1. Five series with the same running trends series as in scenario 1. Since each series corresponds to a choice of

(yt12 , yt13 , yt14 , yt15 ), we label the series with the same label as the choice of (yt12 , yt13 , yt14 , yt15 ). To distinguish the

values of the free variables (yt12 , yt13 , yt14 , yt15 ) from the rest of the series, in each time series plot yt12 , yt13 , yt14 , yt15 are

represented by asterisks.
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trends series for the first scenario. This will be used later

in the example.

Let S+h be the space of time series of length n5 15whose

running trends series is the one corresponding to scenario

h (51 and 2). According to the main result in section 2,

each space S+h has dimension L 21 5 4 and in order to

specify a series in S+h , we have to arbitrarily fix the values of

(yt12 , yt13 , yt14 , yt15 ) which correspond to the ‘‘free variables’’

ytn2L12
, ytn2L13

, . . . , ytn in theorem 1. The rest of the series is

then determined using the recursive formula in (2). For each

scenario we consider five choices of (yt12 , yt13 , yt14 , yt15 ), and

thus five time series of length n5 15 with the same running

trends. Four of the five choices are common across sce-

narios; in particular we choose (yt12 , yt13 , yt14 , yt15) to be

(i) constant, (ii) cubically increasing, (iii) cubically de-

creasing, or (iv) alternate. To add a fifth choice (v), different

in the different scenarios, we consider (yt12 , yt13 , yt14 , yt15 ) to

be quadratically increasing for scenario 1 and realizations

of a randomnoise process for scenario 2. For each scenario,

using the five choices of (yt12 , yt13 , yt14 , yt15 ) discussed

above, we generate five time series in S+h (i.e., five time

series with exactly the same trends series). The five time

series of length n5 15 for scenarios 1 and 2 are plotted in

Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. Since each series corresponds

to a choice of (yt12 , yt13 , yt14 , yt15 ), we label the series with

the same label as the choice of (yt12 , yt13 , yt14 , yt15 ). To dis-

tinguish the values of the free variables (yt12 , yt13 , yt14 , yt15 )

from the rest of the series, in each time series plot

(yt12 , yt13 , yt14 , yt15 ) are represented by asterisks. In each

figure we also plot the series of running trends that they

share (see the top-left panel).

Despite its simplicity, the worked example highlights

some important consequences of the main result in

section 2.

1) Time series with a very different behavior might

share exactly the same running trends series [cf.

the series (i)–(v) in each of Figs. 1 and 2]. This is

true in general. Different choices of the free var-

iables ytn2L12
, ytn2L13

, . . . , ytn in theorem 1 (increasing,

FIG. 2. As in Fig. 1, but for five series with the same running trends series as in scenario 2.
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decreasing, constant, periodic, etc.), will lead to time

series with the same running trends but whose be-

havior is very different. This remark has two impor-

tant implications. First of all, a series of running

trends, alone, provides a poor description of the un-

derlying time series. That is, a running trends series

alone has a poor performance, as summary statistics

of univariate time series. Second, strong association

between running trends series, alone, does not imply

any association between the underlying time series.

Consider, for example, the time series (ii) and (v) in

Fig. 1. Suppose that series (ii) represents simulations

of a certain variable X (for the period 2000–14)

from a given model and that series (v) represents the

observed values of X for the same period. If we use

the correlation between 5-yr running trends of series

(ii) and (v) to assess the model’s performance, we

would conclude that the model performance is very

good [the correlation between the two running

trends series is 1 since (ii) and (v) share exactly the

same series of running trends]. However, this result

would bemisleading. If we compare series (ii) and (v)

we would say that the model’s performance is

extremely poor. The fact that strong association

between running trends series, alone, does not imply

any association between the underlying time series is

particularly evident if we focus on the last time

window Wn2L11. According to the main result in

section 2, in fact, we can arbitrary fix the value ofL2
1 out of the L points in Wn2L11 and then use the

recursive formula in (2) to obtain a series with the

desired running trends. In the example above this

was exemplified by our arbitrary choice of the free

variables (yt12 , yt13 , yt14 , yt15 ).

2) Time series with very different running trends series

might be almost identical. For example, compare the

series (ii) in Figs. 1 and 2. We observe that the two

series are almost identical [the correlation between

the two (ii) series is 0.999999!] despite the fact that the

corresponding series of running trends are at best only

weakly associated. The implication of this remark is

that absence of association between running trends

series does not imply absence of association between

the original series. Once again, consider series (ii) in

Figs. 1 and 2. Suppose that series (ii) in Fig. 1 repre-

sents simulations of a certain variable X (for the pe-

riod 2000–14) froma givenmodel and that series (ii) in

Fig. 2 represents the observed values ofX for the same

period. If we use the association between 5-yr running

trends of series (ii) in Fig. 1 and series (ii) in Fig. 2 to

assess the model’s performance, we would conclude

that the model performance is very poor (the corre-

lation between the two running trends series is 0.035).

However this result would be misleading. If we com-

pare the series (ii) in scenarios 1 and 2, we would say

that the model’s performance is excellent. Again this

is true in general and can be explained by the differ-

ence in magnitude between the running trends series

and the free variables ytn2L12
, ytn2L13

, . . . , ytn . Given a

series of running trendsm+
1 , m

+
2 , . . . , m

+
n2L11, we can

always choose the magnitude of the free variables

ytn2L12
, ytn2L13

, . . . , ytn sufficiently large to make neg-

ligible the contribution of the running trends in the

recursive formula in (2). Thus, it is possible to have

two time series fxtg and fytg that are almost identical

(and thus, that show very high association) but whose

running trends series are practically independent.

It is important to note that the potential misleading in-

terpretations of RTA that we have just discussed in the

example, refer to very specific cases where it is clear that

the amplitudes of the signal of at least one of the time

series that needs to be compared [which is a series (ii) in

any of the two scenarios involved in the comparison] is

of multiple orders of magnitude higher than the running

trends series and thus RTA is meaningless. No serious

researcher would confuse the similarity of the running

trends corresponding to series (ii) and (v) of Fig. 1 with

the similarity between the underlying time series; or

infer dissimilarity between the (ii) time series in Figs. 1

and 2 from the corresponding dissimilarity between the

running trends corresponding to the two series.

In our opinion, however, the worked example serves

its scope, which is not to describe common mis-

interpretation of RTA in practice (we do not believe, in

fact, that papers in climate research tend to confuse

similar or dissimilar running trends series with similar or

dissimilar time series), but rather to illustrate the main

result in section 2 and remind the community that RTA

should be used and interpreted with care.

4. Main result 2

In the previous sections we show that the set of time

series which share the same series of running trends can

be in fact very different. An inverse statement is also

demonstrated to be true: time series with different

running trends can be nearly identical. The conclusion is

that RTA alone is a poor summary statistics for uni-

variate time series and time series association and

should be used with care. Although theoretically in-

teresting, this result is of limited practical use for climate

scientists since it fails to address two fundamental

questions. Question 1 (Q1) is, for a given window length

L, what is the information that an RTA conveys about

the underlying time series?Question 2 (Q2) is, how should

one choose the window lengthL in the applications? Both
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questions are related to the interpretation of RTA

output. In this section we provide a theoretical result

that clarifies such an interpretation.

The idea is simple. Implicit in an RTA is the repre-

sentation of a time series fytg as

yt 5M(t)1 zt , (3)

where M(t) is a (possibly nonlinear) trend component (a

smooth and continuous function of t), and fztg is a zero

mean stationary process that represents a random noise

component (as we will see later, if the original series

contains also a seasonal component this should be re-

moved before evaluating running trends). Trend extrac-

tion is an important topic in climate research (see

Hannachi 2007; Barbosa and Andersen 2009; Li et al.

2011). Climate scientists perform RTA to study how the

trend component M(t) changes over time. The mathe-

matical interpretation of rate of change is the first de-

rivative. Thus implicit in RTA is the study of the velocity

of the trend componentM(t) in the representation in (3).

When we evaluate running trends for a given window

length L, we are trying to estimate the velocity of the

trend component M(t). Therefore if we integrate RTA

results (i.e., if we integrate the series of running trends

fm̂jg associated with the original series fytg) we obtain

the estimation of the trend component M(t) implicit in

RTA. It is possible to show that such estimation is

equivalent to the estimation of the trend component of

the original series obtained by smoothing fytg with a

weightedmoving average filter withwindow lengthL and

triangular shaped weighting pattern (i.e., the maximum

weight is assigned to the observation at the evaluation

point and decrease symmetrically as we move away in

time from the evaluation point). The details are provided

in the following theorem (for the proof see appendix B).

To simplify the exposition and without loss of generality

we will assume that the common length of the time in-

terval between two consecutive points in time (D) is one.

a. Theorem 2

Let D51 and fM̂(tj)g5 fM̂(t1), M̂(t2), . . . , M̂(tn2L11)g
be the series obtained by applying numerical in-

tegration of order one to the running trends series fm̂jg;
that is, fM̂(tj)g is the series of length n2L1 1 obtained

by evaluating the integral of the function resulting

from linearly interpolate fm̂jg for each interval

Ij 5 [tj, tj1L21], at the points tj that represents themiddle

point of the interval (i.e., the middle point of Wj). De-

pending on whether L is odd or even we have the

following:

d Odd case, L 5 2r 1 1 for r 2 N,

M̂(tj)5 �
r

s52r
wsyt

j
1s,

for j5 1, . . . ,n2L1 1, (4)

where ws 5 (r2 1 r2 s2)/C, jsj5 0, 1, . . . , r, and C5

�r
s52rr

2 1 r2 s2.
d Even case, L 5 2r for r 2 N,

M̂(tj)5 �
21

s52r
wsyt

j
1s10:51 �

r

s51

wsyt
j
1s20:5,

for j5 1, . . . ,n2L1 1, (5)

wherews 5 [r2 2 0:52 jsj(jsj2 1)]/ ~C, jsj5 1, . . . , r, and
~C5 2�r

s51r
2 2 0:52 s(s2 1).

Estimation of the trend component using moving aver-

age is a well-studied topic in the time series literature.

As a result of theorem 2, which establishes the equiva-

lence between RTA and estimation of the trend com-

ponent by moving average smoothing, this same literature

is relevant for RTA validation and implementation. A

more detailed discussion follows.

b. Diagnostic tools for RTA validation and
interpretation

Evaluation of RTA performance for a given L (Q1) is

equivalent to the assessment of the performance of the

moving average filter in (4) or (5) as estimator of the

trend component of the original series.

First of all, note that since the weights in (4) and (5)

sum to one and are symmetric (w2s 5 ws), if the trend

M(t) is approximately linear over the time window Wj,

and the weighted average (with weights ws) of the error

term zt in (3) over the same time window is close to zero,

then we have (for the proof see appendix C)

M̂(tj)’M(tj) .

That is, RTA provides a very accurate estimate of the

(possibly nonlinear) trend component of the underlying

series fytg at t5 tj if the trend component M(t) is ap-

proximately linear over the time windows Wj. Thus our

proposal for RTA validation is to report together with the

running trends series, the RTA estimation of the trend

component M(t) and numerical indices that summarize

the extent to which the linear models in (1) provide a

suitable description of the behavior of the series in each of

the overlapping time windows Wj. In particular, we ad-

vocate for the use of the averageR2 and the percentage of

running trends that are statistically significant at a given

significant level a. Standard choices for a are a 5 0.05 or

0.01. For a given time series, the R2 for the time window

Wj measures the proportion of the total variability of the
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series explained by (the least squares estimate of) the

linear model in (1), thus R2 takes value in [0, 1]. An R2

close to (equal to) one for a certain timewindowWjwould

indicate that the time series is approximately (exactly)

linear in Wj and thus the estimated linear trend M̂(tj)

provides a very good (perfect) description of the trend

component at tj. The average of the n 2 L 1 1 R2 values

corresponding to fitting the linear models in (1) for each

time window Wj (average R2) would thus be a natural

summary of the overall performance of running trends as

estimator of the trend component of the underlying series.

In addition to these two summary measures of overall

performance, we believe that detailed information on

statistical significance and confidence intervals for run-

ning trends are fundamental for a correct interpretation

of RTA results. Running trends that are not statistically

significant in a certain time interval should be interpreted

tomean that there is no evidence that the trend velocity is

different from zero in that interval [i.e., there is no evi-

dence that M(t) is not constant in that period]. On the

other hand, running trends confidence intervals (CIs) are

fundamental for a correct interpretation of differences

between the running trends of a certain time series or the

series of running trends underlying two time series. Large

overlap of confidence intervals should be interpreted as

that the underlying running trends are indistinguishable,

while no overlapwill indicate a change (or a difference) in

trend velocity. In summary, for RTA validation and in-

terpretation we propose the following:

1) To plot the original series superposing the RTA

estimation of the trend component using weighted

moving average with weights as in (4) or (5) depend-

ing on whether L is odd or even. Such a plot will

provide useful information on whether the level of

smoothness implied by the window length used in

RTA is appropriate (we want to avoid oversmooth-

ing and undersmoothing). For interpretation pur-

poses different colors (or different characters)

should be used in the plot of M̂(t), the RTA estima-

tion of the trend component, to distinguish points that

correspond to running trends statistically significant

at a given significant level a from those that corre-

spond to running trends that are not statistically

significant. As we observed before, portions of the

plot of M̂(t) that correspond to running trends that are

not statistically significant should be interpreted as

that there is no evidence that the trend velocity is

different from zero in that region [i.e., there is no

evidence thatM(t) is not constant in that region]. The

average R2 and the percentage of running trends that

are statistically significant at the significant level

a should also be reported with the plot.

2) To plot the series of running trendswith the correspond-

ing (1 2 a)% confidence intervals. Again for interpre-

tation purposes different colors (or different characters)

should be used to distinguish between points that

correspond to running trends statistically significant at

the significant level a from those that correspond to

running trends that are not statistically significant.

EXAMPLE 1 REVISITED

As a first illustration, we apply the proposed RTA

validation procedure to selected time series from ex-

ample 1. As we observed in section 3, the series (ii) for

scenarios 1 and 2 of example 1 are nearly identical but,

apparently, have very different running trends. On the

other hand, the two time series (ii) and (v) for scenario 1,

which share the same series of running trends, are, in

fact, very different. We want to use the proposed mea-

sures for RTAvalidation and interpretation to assess the

information provided by RTA in these two cases.

Figure 3 (left panels) shows the (ii) and (v) series for

scenario 1 and the series (ii) for scenario 2 of example 1

(circles), with the RTA estimation of the trend compo-

nent, M̂(t), superposed (solid circles). Here L 5 5 and

according to (4) themoving averageweights arew225 2/26,

w21 5 5/26, w0 5 6/26, w1 5 5/26, and w2 5 2/26. In the

same figure (right panels) we also represent the series of

running trends associated with each of the three series

(solid triangles) together with the corresponding 95%

confidence intervals (solid lines). In both cases, solid

circles and triangles that correspond to running trends

statistically significant at the significant level a5 0.05 are

represented in black, while those that correspond to

running trends that are not statistically significant are

represented in gray. The average R2 and the percentage

of running trends that are statistically significant at the

significant level a 5 0.05 are also reported.

If we compare the series (ii) for scenarios 1 and 2, we

observe that none of their running trends is statistically

significant (percentage of running trends that are statisti-

cally significant is 0), that is, in both cases there is no ev-

idence that the velocity of the trend component is

different from zero. In agreement with the overall signif-

icance of the running trends the RTA estimation of the

trend component (gray solid circles) in both cases looks

just the same: a horizontal line that indicates no trend. The

two series share the same trend pattern, that is, the ab-

sence of any trend (this is what we expect since the two

series look just the same). The analysis of the confidence

intervals for the running trends underlying the two series

provides further insights in their comparison. The confi-

dence intervals are huge and the differences between the

two running trends series (which can be appreciated in
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Figs. 1 and 2) become negligible once the uncertainty on

running trends estimates is taken into account. In this case

it would not make any sense to look at time series asso-

ciation in terms of correlation between the corresponding

series of running trends since running trends variations for

both series are not statistically significant.

Similarly if we compare series (ii) and (v) for scenario

1 we observe that while none of the running trends is

statistically significant for series (ii), all the running

trends are statistically significant for series (v). The dif-

ference in R2 is also huge, zero for series (ii) versus 0.99

for series (v). In agreement with the overall significance

of the running trends in the two cases, the RTA esti-

mation of the trend component is an approximately

horizontal line for series (ii), indicating no trend, and a

linear function for series (v), indicating a constant trend

acceleration (i.e., a quadratic trend component) for se-

ries (v). Once again the analysis of the confidence in-

tervals for the running trends underlying the two series

provides further insights in their comparison. Despite

the fact that the running trends series is exactly the same

for series (ii) and (v) in scenario 1, they look very dif-

ferent when uncertainty on their estimates is taken into

account. While the confidence intervals for the running

trends of series (ii) are huge and thus the corresponding

running trends series looks constant, the confidence in-

tervals for series (v) are much narrower, and a linearly

increasing trend velocity (i.e., a constant acceleration of

the original series) can be appreciated. Also in this case

assessing association between the trend components of

the two series looking at the correlation between the

corresponding series of running trends would be totally

misleading since the same series of running trends has a

very different interpretation in each of the two cases.

c. Choice of the optimal time window length

As a result of theorem 2, the problem of choosing the

optimalwindow length inRTA(Q2) canbe reformulated in

FIG. 3. (left) The series (ii) for scenarios 1 and 2 and series (v) for scenario 1 (circles) with RTA trend component

estimation superposed (solid circles). (right) The corresponding running trends (RT) series (solid triangles) with 95%

CI (solid lines). In both cases solid circles and triangles that do (do not) correspond to statistically significant running

trends are represented in black (gray). For each series at left, the average R2 across different windows (Avg.

R-square) and the percentage of running trends that are statistically significant at the significant level a5 0.05 (% sig.

trends) are reported above each panel.
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terms of optimal choice of the window length in a problem

of trend estimation by weighted moving average filter. In

this context, there is a trade-off between increasing bias (for

largeL) and increasing variance (for smallL) of themoving

average estimator M̂(t). The window length L controls the

degree of smoothing. The larger L is, the more we smooth

the original series. Smoothing less (decreasing L) increases

the variance of the moving average estimator underlying

RTAbut also leads to less bias. A largeL leads to an overly

smooth estimate of the trend component leaving out pos-

sible details of the trend, and creating a large bias. On the

other hand,whena smallL is used, trendestimation is based

on few data points, the variance of the estimator is large,

and the resulting RTA estimation of the trend component

is a wiggly curve. An optimal balance between bias and

variance of the estimator M̂(t) in (4) and (5) needs to be

found. The problem is not trivial since the optimal amount

of smoothing depends on the functional form of the ‘‘true’’

trend component M(t), our smoothing method, and the

amount of data we have (see Shalizi 2015). The choice ofL

requires a certain amount of subjective judgement. Trial

and error is needed in order to produce good results.

5. Methodological issues in linear trend analysis

As we described in the previous section, statistical

significance and confidence intervals of the running

trends are fundamental for a correct interpretation of

RTA results. Both statistical significance and confidence

intervals in RTA are derived under the framework of

ordinary least squares (LS) regression, which crucially

depends on the assumption that the error terms are in-

dependent, normally distributed with zero mean and

constant variance. Unfortunately these assumptions are

violated in many applications in climatic science. Non-

normal data, correlated errors, and especially the pres-

ence of outliers in environmental time series can

dramatically affect the performance of LS estimation and

thus adversely affect the performance of RTA. In par-

ticular, as a consequence of even few data outliers, linear

trend estimation can be severely biased or trends can be

masked (e.g., seeMuhlbauer et al. 2009). Thus, diagnostic

checking for RTA results should include a rigorous study

of the LS regression assumptions in each timewindowWj.

Such diagnostic check should include formal tests for

normality and independent and equally distributed error

terms [e.g., see Brockwell and Davis (2002, section 1.6,

35–38) and Thode (2002)] as well as the use of graphical

tools such as the normal quantile–quantile (QQ) plot or

the plot of the sample partial and simple autocorrelation

functions of the residuals. LS estimates in each time

window Wj should be compared with more robust re-

gression estimates that are less sensitive to outliers and

nonnormal data, such as the ‘‘MM estimates’’ proposed

by Yohai (1987), and that combine high levels of ro-

bustness with high efficiency (e.g., see Gschwandtner and

Filzmoser 2012) or bootstrap methods (see Davison and

Hinkley 1997).

It should be noted that RTA requires LS assumptions

to be satisfied ‘‘locally’’, that is, within each time window

Wj. In this respect, problems such as autocorrelated er-

rors are less severe at the local scale but at the same time

are also more difficult to detect due to the reduced

sample size.

Note also that an important feature in applications of

RTA, as linear filter, is that regardless of the value of L

used, RTA is not able to remove a periodic component

with period d $ 3 [this is because the weights in (4) and

(5) are all positive, and triangular shaped]. This implies

that if a periodic component is present in the data, it

should be removed before RTA is performed.

Also note that moving averages do not allow estimates

of the trend component M(t) near the ends of the time

series. Thus, as a result of theorem 2, given a time series

observed at n points in time t1, t2, . . . , tn, RTAprovides no

information at the end of the series. For example, if L is

odd (L 5 2r 1 1), RTA provides an estimation of the

trend component from tr11 to tn2r and no information is

provided for the first and last r periods. Similar results

hold for the even case. Any extrapolation of the results of

an RTA to the end of the time series is equivalent to

extrapolating the time series behavior before and after

the period of study (r times backward and forward the

period of study when L 5 2r 1 1). Such extrapolation

requires a large degree of subjective judgement and

should be acknowledged in presenting RTA results.

6. A real data example

In a recent paper, Hamlington et al. (2013) use re-

constructed sea level (SL) gridded data from 1950 to

2009 to study the 20-yr trends in sea level. In particular

they found that ‘‘Over the last 60 years [. . .] PDO has

contributed significantly to the 20 year trends in GMSL

during certain time periods. In the last 20 years, when

the PDOwent from generally positive to negative phase

[. . .] the PDO contributed 0.49 6 0.25mm/year to the

trend in GMSL. From 1968 to 1987 when the PDO went

from negative to positive phase, however, the PDO

contribution lowered the trend in GMSL by 0.70 6
0.26mm/year.’’

As an illustration of the approach to RTA validation

and implementation that we discussed in the previous

sections, we apply RTA to the PDO and GMSL time

series for the same period studied by Hamlington et al.

(2013), using their same data and the same window
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length L 5 20 (with the only difference that we do not

include the year 2009 in the analysis since the 2009

reconstructed data were incomplete). The GMSL se-

ries is obtained by averaging each of the 59 SL maps

resulting from computing yearly averaged re-

constructed SL data at each grid point in the ocean

(from 1950 to 2008). This produces a GMSL time series

of length n5 59. In Figs. 4a and 4c we show the GMSL

and PDO time series (circles) with the RTA trend es-

timation superposed (solid circles). In Figs. 4b,d we

also show the corresponding running trends series

(solid triangles) with pointwise 95% confidence in-

tervals (dashed lines). In both cases solid circles and

triangles that correspond to running trends that are

(are not) statistically significant at the significance level

a 5 0.05 are represented in black (gray). Note that

since RTA trend estimation, both for the PDO and

GMSL, is based on a 20-yr moving average, the first 10

years and the last 10 years of the period of study are

‘‘lost’’ and thus the two RTA estimations are available

only for the period 1959–98.

According to the GMSL trend estimation, based on

RTA in Fig. 4a, the data suggest that the GMSL trend is

approximately linear for the period 1959–85 and subject

to a (constant) positive acceleration afterward (i.e., from

1986 to 1998). All GMSL running trends for the period

1959–98 are statistically significant at the significant

level a 5 0.05, and the fit of the linear GMSL model in

(1), for the 40 time windows considered, is quite good

with an average R2 of 0.74. The 95% confidence in-

tervals for GMSL running trends (see Fig. 4b) confirm

these results. All the confidence intervals are positive

FIG. 4. (a) GMSL and (c) PDO time series (circles) with the RTA trend estimation superposed (solid circles).

(b),(d) The corresponding running trends series (solid triangles) with pointwise 95% confidence intervals (dashed

lines). In both cases solid circles and triangles that do (do not) correspond to running trends statistically significant at

the significant level a 5 0.05 are represented in black (gray).
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and do not contain zero (thus indicating evidence of a

positive velocity of GMSL trend for the period 1959–

98). The large overlap of the 95%CI for GMSL running

trends for the period 1959–85 suggests a constant ve-

locity (i.e., a linear GMSL trend) for this period. The

vertical shift of the 95% CI starting from 1986 to 1998,

for GMSL, suggests a linear increase in the velocity

(i.e., a constant acceleration) for this period.

On the other hand, according to the PDO trend esti-

mation based on RTA in Fig. 4c, and the 95% CI for

PDO running trends in Fig. 4d, the data suggest 1) a

positive linear PDO trend for the period 1970–80 and

2) no evidence of any PDO trend for the period 1959–69,

and also for the period 1981–98 (with the exception of

1992, which we will discuss later). The fit of the linear

PDO model in (1), for the 40 time windows considered,

is quite poor with an average R2 of 0.2 (although if we

restrict the attention to the period 1970–80 for which a

PDO linear trend has been detected, the average R2

increases to 0.5). The 95% confidence intervals for the

PDO running trends (see Fig. 4d) confirm again these

results. All the 95% CI confidence intervals for PDO

running trends, except those for the period 1970–80 and

for the year 1992, contain the zero (thus indicating no

evidence of a positive or negative trend velocity for the

two periods 1959–69 and 1981–98). Note that despite

the fact that the PDO running trends for the time

window centered on 1992 are statistically significant

and negative, the corresponding 95% CI suggests that

the PDO trend velocity for the year 1992 might be very

close to zero (the upper bound of the 95% CI is 20.10

for the year 1992), so only weak evidence of a nonzero

PDO trend velocity is provided by the data for the

year 1992.

In terms of time series association, our RTA results

only suggest a strong association between GMSL and

PDO trends for the period 1970–80 (in this period, both

trends are approximately linear), but no association for

the periods 1959–69 and 1981–98, for which the GMSL

trend is again approximately linear, while there is no

evidence of PDO trend. Note that also in this case, as in

the example in section 3, statistical significance and

confidence intervals for PDO andGMSL running trends

are fundamental for a correct interpretation of RTA

results. In particular, the very low percentage of statis-

tically significant PDO running trends suggests that us-

ing correlation between PDO trends and GMSL trends

(or between PDO running trends and any other time

series) might be very misleading since it ignores un-

certainty on the actual values of the PDO running

trends. Note also that, as we explained above, RTA in

this example provides an estimation of the PDO and

GMSL trend component only for the period 1959–98.

Extrapolation of the RTA results outside this period

would be equivalent to extrapolate the PDO andGMSL

series backward and forward the period of study. Such

extrapolation would introduce additional uncertainty

that should be at least acknowledged.

As a diagnostic check for the validity of the PDO

and GMSL linear models in (1), which we used in our

analysis, for each of the 40 time windows Wj we

checked (i) the hypothesis of independent and identi-

cally distributed residuals using the difference sign test

and the rank test [e.g., see Brockwell and Davis (2002,

section 1.6, 35–38)] and (ii) the hypothesis of normality

using the Shapiro–Wilk, the Lilliefors, and the Pearson

chi-square tests [e.g., see Saculinggan and Balase

(2013) and Thode (2002)]. Graphical tools such as a

normal QQ plot or a plot of the sample autocorrelation

functions of the residuals were also used as additional

tools for the diagnostics in (i) and (ii). Both for PDO

andGMSL no evidence of correlated errors was found.

However, the hypothesis of normality was rejected for

time windows W30–W32 for GMSL and for time win-

dows W12, W14, and W25 for PDO. Inspection of the

plot of residuals for those time windows reveals a lack

of symmetry in the distribution of residuals. To take

into account the violation of the normality assumption

as an alternative to the standard 95% confidence in-

tervals for both GMSL and PDO running trends we

also considered 95% percentile bootstrapped con-

fidence intervals [see algorithm 6.1 on page 262 in

Davison andHinkley (1997)].We did not appreciate any

important difference between the ordinary and the

bootstrapped CI. All these diagnostics should be in-

terpreted with caution because of the small sample size

in each window Wj. With respect to outlying observa-

tions we compared the ordinary least squares estimation

of the PDO and GMSL running trends with robust MM

estimates. Robust and ordinary running trends esti-

mates, both for PDO and GMSL, were in close

agreement.

7. Conclusions

Running trends series are widely used as summary

statistics for univariate time series and time series as-

sociation. Interpretation of RTA results, however, is

unclear. In this paper, we contribute to such in-

terpretation in two ways: 1) we provide an explicit for-

mula for the set of time series with a given series of

running trends, which allows us to show that running

trends, alone, perform very poorly as summary statistics

for univariate time series and time series association;

and 2) we establish an equivalence between RTA

and the estimation of (a possibly nonlinear) trend
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component of the underlying time series using a

weighted moving average filter. Such equivalence

provides a solid ground for RTA interpretation and

implementation. As we discussed in section 5, method-

ological issues related with trend extraction, such as

nonnormal data, correlated error terms, and the pres-

ence of outliers, are crucial for interpretation of RTA

results and thus a diagnostic check of LS assumptions in

each time windows Wj should be part of the diagnostic

analysis of any RTA. In this respect, it would be in-

teresting to study how our results generalize when

RTA is implemented using more robust (linear) trend

estimation methods less sensitive to violations of LS

assumptions. Given the equivalence between RTA and

linear filtering using a weighted moving average,

smoothing splines, kernel regressions, and other non-

parametric methods for trend estimation are natural

competitors of RTA and a comparison of RTA perfor-

mance with respect to these alternative estimation

methods represents a very interesting topic for future

research.
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APPENDIX A

Proof of Theorem 1

Consider a time series yt1 , yt2 , . . . , ytn , and the linear

model in (1) for a given j 2 f1, 2, . . . , ng and let
~th 5D(2h2 12L)/2. The least squares estimate of the

regression coefficients bj and mj are given by
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Let c5�L
h51(~th)

2; then according to the above formula the running trends for time windowsWj can be written as
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where T denotes transposition.

Let S+ be the set of all time series fytg5
(yt1 , yt2 , . . . , ytn) for which the corresponding trend

series fm̂jg5 (m̂1, m̂2, . . . , m̂n2L11) is exactly

m+
1 , m

+
2 , . . . , m

+
n2L11. According to (A1), S+ is the

solution set of the following linear system with n 2
L 1 1 equations (the number of time windows Wj)

and n unknowns (yt1 , yt2 , . . . , ytn):
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From standard algebra we obtain that the solution set of

the above system has dimension L 2 1, and the generic

solution of the system is obtained by assigning an arbi-

trary value to the free variables ytn2L12
, ytn2L13

, . . . , ytn
and evaluating the rest of the variables using back-

substitution in (A2). This leads to the recursive formula

yt
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L21

h51

yt
n2L112j1h

~th11,

for j5 0, 1, . . . , n2L .

Once we have arbitrarily fixed the values of ytn2L12
,

ytn2L13
, . . . , ytn , then

d for j5 0, the recursive formula above provides the value

of ytn2L11
as a function of ytn2L12

, ytn2L13
, . . . , ytn , and

d for j5 1, the recursive formulaaboveprovides thevalueof

ytn2L
as a function of ytn2L11

, ytn2L12
, . . . , ytn21

, and so on.

APPENDIX B

Proof of Theorem 2

We prove theorem 2 for the odd case, L5 2r1 1 and

r2N. A similar proof applies whenL is even. Consider a

time series yt1 , yt2 , . . . , ytn , and let fm̂jg be the corre-

sponding series of running trends. Denoting by tj the

middle point of each time window Wj, for j 5 1, 2, . . . ,

n 2 L 1 1, according to (A2) we have

m̂j 5
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where the last equality follows by noticing that

(~t1, ~t2, . . . , ~tr11, . . . , ~t2r, ~t2r11)

5 (2r,2r1 1, . . . , 0, . . . , r2 1, r) (B2)

and the constant c5�2r11
h51

~t 2h in (A1) of theorem 1 is in

fact half of the normalizing constant C in (4) in theorem

2. Let fM̂(tj)g5 fM̂(t1), M̂(t2), . . . , M̂(tn2L11)g be the

series obtained by numerical integration of the running

trends series fm̂jg. We have
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2
,

for j5 2, . . . , n2L1 1, (B3)

where a is an integration constant. Choose a to be the run-

ning weighted mean of the yt values in the first windowW1,

a5 �
r
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1
1s . (B4)

The proof is by induction on j. For j 51, (4) holds [be-

cause of (B3) and (B4)]. Assuming that (4) holds for an

arbitrary j, we need to show that it also holds for j1 1. So

let us assume that
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APPENDIX C

An Important Property of M̂(t)

Suppose that L 5 2r 11 is even; M(t) is approxi-

mately linear inWj 5 ftj 1 s, s52r,2r1 1, . . . , rg, and
the weighted average with weights as in (4) of the error

term zt in (3) over the same time window is close to

zero, that is,

�
r
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wszt

j
1s ’ 0; M(tj1 s)’ a1 b(tj 1 s),

for s52r,2r1 1, . . . , r .

Then we have
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